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There's always been a crisis and debate on literacy. Many groups of people believe that the traditional 
trend, including regular writing & reading, is decreasing. On the other hand, many people disagree 
and say that literacy is much more complicated than we think; they believe that literacy should be 
studied in its social context. A good example of the 2nd group is the Renaissance that people of a 
region were able to read, not write; even those who can write were separated into groups according 
to their ability! 

While comparing the newspaper, magazine, etc. of today with one of the last decades, we will 
understand that there was a descent in overall writing and reading. The words have been simplified 
despite pictures! 

Reading a piece of paper, even paper that belongs to industrialized societies, you will think this paper 
is a 40-year paper! Because of new and modern technology. This technology works against us and 
has covered our traditional trends. Television and telephones have taken the role of paper and letters, 
for example! 

As an example of a link between industry and literacy, car manufacturers have been used to issue 
their instructions to the Mechanics as a hand-book in past decades. Today, they prefer to give it as a 
video pack that destroys the last generation of the link. Schools are the purest institute that book 
rules and there is no place for new technology, but to be mentioned it's a good paradox that for 
watching TV we don't need to know writing and reading! 

The writer believes that anyone working for media and new technology can be anything unless 
illiterate. It's evident that nowadays, modern science has occupied our whole life. We even learn 
how to read and write to get skilled at using a computer or the internet! Here the writer suggests that 
it's better to change the schools' trend and combine new and old methods. 

Let's come back to our crisis on literacy. It's so shameful that the role of literacy in society is fading. 
In the school that is the source for literacy production, we use the newest technology to see literacy 
among them. Our teachers and schools should find an original path to conserve this valuable and 
traditional jewelry. 

At this crisis, the teachers haven't any fault since they are not decision-makers. The solution is 
finding the best way that can integrate these new technologies into the schools. 

Many people in this century believe that the new upcoming technology has ruined all of the 
traditions. It's true, but it's better to know that the term of literacy was the invention of the 19th 
century, which means the full separation of reading & writing from other knowledge! 

But watching this new technology from a positive aspect controls the country's whole online 
economy and even we can show our entire last traditions and heritage to our young generation whose 
new technology is an inseparable part of them now! 

 

 

 


